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Introductions: Data & Specialized Services
Plan for this session
§ Understand the MIT context for GIS and RDM services
§ Follow the development of the GIS and Data Lab space
– Successes
– Lessons
§ Understand the space assessment goals and results
– Successes
– Lessons












Census data leads 
librarians to GIS & 
spatial data
Data Management Services @ MIT
GIS workshop 
given during IAP






GIS Lab has six 
computers




Data Services Reference 
Librarian began providing 




















launched Rebranded: RD 
Services WG
Library Fellow for 
RDM Rebranded: DMS.
DMS Program 
head positionTwo permanent 
RDM positions
GIS and Data Lab GIS and Data Lab
Cross-library 
Data/GIS Group & 
RDM web guide
Open Geo portal 
(Tufts)
Started on Geo 
Blacklight
2017




Data Management Services @ MIT
In the beginning,
MITdesignX is an academic program in the 
MIT School of Architecture and Planning 
(SA+P) dedicated to design innovation and 
entrepreneurship. 










































(Good thing, too, once we got into the space – you’ll see)
New goals!
§ Co-locates DSS staff in GIS and Data Management services;
§ Expands the current GIS lab to:
– Accommodate additional users,
– Enable experimentation with additional data services on lab computers, and
– Improve instruction capabilities.
§ Creates space for consultation and collaboration;
§ Provides space to experiment with visualization and virtual reality 
technologies.
§ Adapts to current and future needs of DSS and the MIT Libraries
§ Increases access to expertise




– Power & data








Transition to a new GIS and Data Lab




– Power & data








Money slide: Space takes money!
§ Awesome things we did
– Good compute power
– Sustainable funding plan for tech
– Experimental software
– Great AV
– VR equipment and area









– Power & data








Final lab space configuration
Assessment framework: Goals
§ Improve instruction capabilities (Learning)
§ Create space for consultation and collaboration 
(Community)
§ Create convenient access to expert help /Increase 
visibility & accessibility of DSS staff (Community & 
Learning)
§ Improve community access to technologies to enable 






No plan is perfect
No plan survives confrontation with reality ($$)
Be specific, assume nothing
Having assessment in mind at the beginning clarifies needs
Realizing the Goals
Video: Saro Acharya Music: Bright Idea -








– One on one
– Group work
– Class enrichment







– Introduction to Gephi for 
network analysis & 
visualization
– Introduction to cleaning and 
prepping data with OpenRefine
– Introduction to using LIDAR 
data in GIS
– Make a Map in Minutes
– Introduction to GIS
– GIS Level 2
– Introduction to Stata
– Introduction to Python for GIS
– Virtual Reality workshop series




– MINITAB Statistical Software: 
Experimental Designs and 
Taguchi Method for Robust 
Product/ Process Optimization
– Workshops for the following 
classes or programs:
• SPURS, 


















– Lab visible from main entrance to campus
– Staff easily accessible in lab space
– GIS + DMS office hours























§ Increased number of 
available computers
§ Improved displays
§ Better layout and 
capacity for instruction




















Other experimental aspects realized
§ Evolving internship program supporting equity, diversity, 
inclusion, and social justice goals
§ Development of VR Space
§ Data visualization
§ Software pilots
§ Expanded community use of space








































Staff experience of space
Assessment results







Staff experience of space
Space use
Total number of 
users in each 
space, as 
counted over 2 




Word of mouth works!
Assessment is hard (to get responses)
Challenges: Security, Staff privacy, Noise management 
Adaptation continues
Where we go from here…Innovation continues
§ Experimental Collections Fund
– Working with faculty to collect, process, and store drone 
imagery
– Visualizing parts of the Geospatial Collection in VR
§ Building services on GIS and DMS intersections
§ Software experiments
§ Practical tool use instruction for DMS
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